Aggressive downscaling for device dimensions to 0.10µm and beyond poses new and unique challenges in wafer processing. One of the key challenges is in field of Ultra Shallow Junction (USJ) implant anneals. Sheet resistance (Rs) and junction depth requirements, for 0.10µm technology and beyond, have been outlined by Sematech. Traditional Rapid Thermal Processing (RTP) systems have been unable to meet these requirements. In this paper, the USJ spike anneal technology is advanced by focusing on cool down rate. Data obtained by improving spike anneal is illustrated in this paper.

The process/hardware improvements were based on the standard Centura Radiance™ hardware. Centura Radiance™ is a production proven process tool of record for the 0.13µm node in various wafer fabrication facilities across the world. Typical temperature – time performance in the Centura Radiance™ chamber is shown in Fig 1. Improved spike demonstrates the effect of improved hardware configurations on temperature – time plots. To quantify the improvement in spike sharpness, intrinsic diffusion model was used. A >35% improvement was achieved in intrinsic diffusion length (nm) (fig. 1).

Various boron ion implants were performed using the Applied Materials Quantum Leap implanter. Wafers were pre-amorphised (PAI) with Germanium, prior to Boron implantation. To characterize the improvements a wide range of implant conditions was used. The implant energy ranged from 200eV to 500eV, and the implanted dose ranged from 1E15 atoms/cc to 2E15 atoms/cc. These wafers were then annealed with varying peak temperatures, using the “Improved spike profile”. The annealed wafers were then measured for sheet resistance and analyzed for junction depth by characterizing boron profiles in silicon through dynamic Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) analysis.

The junction depth, Xj (depth in Angstrom at a Boron concentration of 1E18atms/cc as measured from the SIMS profiles) vs. sheet resistance (Rs) data using the standard Centura Radiance™ chamber was shown in Fig.2 (squares). Also included in this plot are Rs/Xj data using the standard Centura Radiance™ chamber (circles) and performance on an Arc lamp based system. An improvement of >10% is attained, by using the Improved spike profile, over the standard Centura Radiance™.

Detailed TED modeling was performed for various spike profiles on 500eV, 1E15atoms/cc Boron implants with PAI. Also TED effects with the same PAI wafers were also studied as part of the experiment. Details of the TED effects & modeling will be presented at the conference.
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